
Cause and Effect
Read the selection below. 

Protecting Coral Reefs
Tourism brings many visitors 

to areas where beautiful coral reefs 

grow.  As a result, the coral reefs 

suffer.  People come to snorkel, dive, 

and boat.  These activities are bad for 

the reefs because people and their 

boats break the fragile coral.  They 

also stir up sediment, which creates 

stress on corals.  

Large numbers of tourists 

increase the demand for fish 

and shellfish at local restaurants.  

Because of this, some of the 

world’s most popular coral reefs 

are overfished. Today people are 

working to balance the important 

tourist industry with the need to 

protect the coral reefs.

Complete the Flow Chart with cause-and-effect relationships in the selection.  
Write in complete sentences.
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Cause and Effect
Read the selection below.

Antarctic Fur Seals
A kind of seal that lives in the 

Antarctic is the fur seal.  Fur seals 

get their name from their thick, silky 

fur.  Their fur is so beautiful that 

people want it for coats and for hats.  

In the nineteenth century, the fur 

seals were hunted so much that they 

almost died out.  As a result, fur 

seals seem not to trust humans, even 

today.

Today, these marvelous 

marine mammals have made quite 

a comeback.  They live in great 

numbers on the rocky islands west 

of the Antarctic continent.  Why did 

the seals come back?  One reason is 

that people stopped hunting them as 

much.  

Another reason is stranger.  

People also hunted whales in great 

numbers.  Whales eat krill, a small 

shrimp-like sea animal.  Fur seals also 

eat krill.  Because there were fewer 

whales, there was more krill for the 

fur seals to eat.  So their numbers 

grew.

Fur seals are not as threatened 

today as they once were.  However, 

they still need our attention and 

protection.  

Use a Flow Chart like the one shown to identify cause-and-
effect relationships in the selection.  Then answer the 
questions below.  

 1. What caused the fur seals to almost become extinct? 

  

  

 2. What was the result of too much hunting of whales? 
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Greek and Latin Word Parts 
spect, struct, tele, and vis
Each word in the box comes from a Greek or Latin word.  Spect 
means “look.”  Vis means “see.”  Struct means “build,” and tele 
means “far away.”  Use the meanings of the Greek and Latin word 
parts to help you understand the meanings of the words.

 
 respect instruct telescope vision

 inspected visible television construction 

Complete each sentence using one of the words from the box 
above.  Write the correct word on the line.  

 1. We used a  to see the planet Jupiter. 

 2. The class watched an interesting program on  .  

 3. The teacher will  us on what to do in a fi re drill. 

 4. Be polite and show  to all people.  

 5. Germs are small and only  with a microscope.  

 6. I need glasses to correct my  .

 7. Get your car  to make sure it is safe.  

 8. Wear a hard hat at the building  site. 
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More Words with -ed or -ing
Basic Write the Basic Word that best replaces the underlined 
word or words.  

 1. My family likes to go walking for exercise on summer 

vacation.  

 2. We are placing together a plan for our next trip.  

 3. We are looking for information about what to do.  

 4. Last summer, we journeyed to a national park.  

 5. My brother and I planned our route.  

 6. Our mother volunteered to help us.  

 7. My brother had a habit of rambling off on his own.  

 8. Mom was starting to get worried, but he returned.  

 9. We may try going to the lake!  

 10. My dad is calling ahead for cabin reservations.  

 11. I am inspecting our raft for leaks.  

Challenge 12–14. Write a short paragraph about having dinner 
and then playing a game with your family or friends.  Use three of 
the Challenge Words.  Write on a separate sheet of paper.   

 1. wiped

 2. covered

 3. mapped

 4. pleasing

 5. slipped

 6. putting

 7. traveled

 8. seeking

 9. visiting

 10. mixed

 11. shipped

 12. phoning

 13. offered

 14. smelling

 15. hiking

 16. checking

 17. fainted

 18. landed

 19. becoming

 20. wandering

Challenge

amusing

entertained

admitted

stunning

starving

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

-ed: no 
spelling 
change

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:
Possible Selection Words:

-ing: no 
spelling 
change

Basic Words:

-ed: final e 
dropped

Basic Words:
Possible Selection Words:

-ing: final e 
dropped

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:
Possible Selection Words:

-ed: final 
consonant 
doubled

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:
Possible Selection Words:

-ing: final 
consonant 
doubled

Basic Words:

Challenge Words:
Possible Selection Words:

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through Antarctic Journal.  Find words 
that have -ed or -ing.  Add them to your Word Sort.

 1. wiped

 2. covered

 3. mapped

 4. pleasing

 5. slipped

 6. putting

 7. traveled

 8. seeking

 9. visiting

 10. mixed

 11. shipped

 12. phoning

 13. offered

 14. smelling

 15. hiking

 16. checking

 17. fainted

 18. landed

 19. becoming

 20. wandering

Challenge

amusing

entertained

admitted

stunning

starving

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below. 

I liked smeling the fresh coffee while I miksed pancake 

batter and the blueberries that were shiped to Palmer 

Station.  As I was mixing one day, I heard a loud rumbling 

noise.  Before I could go outside to investigate, I had to 

put on my parka, a wool hat, and boots.  I also coverd my 

face with sunscreen and grabbed my sunglasses because I 

didn’t want to risk a bad sunburn or snow blindness.  My 

sunglasses were dirty and needed to be wipet.  They landded 

on the snow when I was out wandereng around and sliped 

on the ice last night.  My friends thought I’d faintted, but 

that was not the case.  I am new here and hikeing on open 

ground is a bit tricky.

When I got outside, I saw a big blue whale and a 

newborn calf exhaling a blast of hot wet air.  It was such a 

pleaseing site!  I really enjoy visitting new places!

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. wiped

 2. covered

 3. mapped

 4. pleasing

 5. slipped

 6. putting

 7. traveled

 8. seeking

 9. visiting

 10. mixed

 11. shipped

 12. phoning

 13. offered

 14. smelling

 15. hiking

 16. checking

 17. fainted

 18. landed

 19. becoming

 20. wandering

Challenge

amusing

entertained

admitted

stunning

starving

Spelling Words
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Regular and Helping Verbs
You form the past tense of regular verbs by adding -ed: 

He walked.  If the verb ends in e, drop the e before 

adding -ed: They moved.  

A helping verb such as have, has, or had comes 

before the main regular verb and tells more about 

what happened in the past.  Helping verbs must agree 

with the subject of the sentence.

1–8. Write the past-tense form of the verb in parentheses. 
Underline the helping verb, if there is one. 

 1. She has (walk)  home every day for a week.

 2. Chantal (watch)  the snow fall from her window.

 3. The ranger has (save)  the injured fur seal.

 4. The guide (instruct)  us how to walk in the snow.

 5. Our class has (learn)  how to help protect animals.

 6. Armando (wish)  he could see a live whale.

 7. She (wipe)  the lens of the telescope.

 8. Lee has (follow)  the marathon with interest.

Thinking Question 
Which verb ends with 
-ed? Which verb comes 
before the regular verb 
and tells more about 
the action? 
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Past Participles
Form the past tense of regular verbs by adding –ed to its 

present-tense form. The past participle of regular verbs is 

the same as the past-tense form. 

past participle
Dennis had lifted the heavy box.

He has strained to get it up the stairs.

1–8. Underline the past participle in each sentence.  

 1. NASA has launched a new space probe to Jupiter.

 2. I have wanted to travel in space.

 3. The fi rst man has walked on the Moon.

 4. Neil Armstrong had trained for his trip to the moon for many years.

 5. The Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei had observed the moons 

of Jupiter.

 6. We have waited until after dark to look for shooting stars.

 7. The Hubble telescope has photographed many distant galaxies.

 8. Astronomers had considered Pluto a planet until 2006.

Thinking Question 
Does the main verb 
end with -ed?
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Using Helping Verbs
Helping verbs such as have, has, or had are often used 

with past participles.  This is another way to show that 

something happened in the past.  The helping verb must 

agree with the subject of the sentence.  

Correct: Angela has watched the seals this week.

Incorrect: We has watched wildlife the whole time.

1–8. Write the correct form of the verb have and the past participle 
for the regular verb in parentheses.  

 1. Arturo (want)  a new sled for 

months.

 2. She (wait)  for the polar bears to 

appear all afternoon.

 3. The birds (live)  on that rocky 

island for years.

 4. People (hunt)  fur seals too much.

 5. The fi rst lesson (cover)  the wildlife 

of Antarctica.

 6. The snow (thicken)  over the cold 

ground.

 7. She (fi x)  the car already.

 8. We (worry)  about this dinner all 

day.
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Conjunctions
Use the conjunction and to join words or groups of words together.  
Use or to show a choice between items and but to show contrast.

The man and his dog arrived at the cabin. 

It could snow or rain before the day ends.

The sun shined brightly yesterday, but the skies are gray today. 

1–5. Write the conjunction that has the meaning shown in parentheses. 
If the sentence is compound, add a comma (,) before the conjunction and 
write compound next to the sentence. 

 1. (joins together) Clouds are forming  snow will fall 

soon. 

 2. (shows contrast) The temperature rises  the wind 

blows harder. 

 3. (joins together) The professor  his dog Milo prepare 

for the blizzard. 

 4. (joins together)  The professor puts on a sweater  

stokes the fi re.

 5. (shows choice) Will Milo  the professor fall asleep 

fi rst? 

6–8. Write a verb to complete each sentence.

 6. Would you rather drive or  to the store?

 7. The weather reporter has predicted a storm and I  

to stay inside.

 8. She has predicted storms before, but she  

always been correct.
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Conventions
When you revise your writing, be sure that the form of 

the helping verb have used with a past participle agrees 

with the subject of the sentence. Also make sure that you 

have used the past-tense form of a regular verb correctly.

1–8. Write a correct helping verb and the correct past participle of the regular verb 
in parentheses on the line.  

 1. Sheila (look)  after the garden.

 2. The icicles (form)  on the roof.

 3. Rolling hills (stretch)  in front of them.

 4. A red-tailed hawk (soar)  overhead.

 5. A bright star (twinkle)  above.

 6. The noise (scare)  the boys.

 7. You really (cook)  a good stew!

 8. The girls (switch)  on the lantern.
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Focus Trait: Voice
Persuasive Letter

Formal Tone Friendly Tone

I’d like to invite you to see the 
snowmen and the ice sculptures.

Let’s go see the snowmen and the 
ice sculptures together!  

A. Read the parts of a letter below.  Change some words to sound more friendly 
and sincere.  Write your new words on the line. 

Formal Tone Friendly Tone

1. Dear Maria Martinez,   Dear 

2. I hope you will join my 
family and me at the museum. to the museum with 

3. There will be an exhibit on 
Antarctica.  

We’ll see an exhibit on  

B. Rewrite each sentence using a friendly voice.  Add or take out words, use 
synonyms, or change the sentence structure.

Pair/Share Work with a partner to come up with reasons to go to the museum.

Formal Tone Friendly Tone

4. Since you like penguins so 
much, you should know that 
there will be live penguins.

5. I have read that the 
museum will also have a 
penguin slide set up on the 
first day.  

Antarctic Journal
Writing:  Write to Persuade
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